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Why should an artist draw—or, for that matter, think—if not to experiment and reach
for discovery? Discovery occurs within areas of uncertainty, where a person is most alert,
most alive. The effect of Richard Serra’s Transparencies, a series of drawings on plastic,
is uncertainty, a challenge to the conventions that distinguish actual substance from the
varieties of illusionistic space perceived in graphic images. Do Serra’s Transparencies
project an image in the same way that drawings on paper do? This is uncertain.
Despite Serra’s months of work on the Transparencies, I suspect that these drawings
may feel as new to him as to his viewers. So new that he continues with redoubled effort
to develop their implications. He watches as the drawings happen, observing shifts and
idiosyncrasies as they emerge, even as he remains their ultimate active cause. His comment
on his previous practice is apt: “You start a body of work, and the work takes you”—
it takes over. “When you work in series, the drawings become critical of each other, and
I don’t judge them until I have done quite a few.”1
Serra’s Transparencies derive from years of his sensing, years of his thinking. These
drawings result; they do not reflect. A result can be a product of chance, even though chance
is not the method. Art originates in the vicissitudes of one’s attention, both sensory and
intellectual.“A lot of what making art is about is paying attention,” an understanding Serra
had reached as a young man.2 It came in observing the jazz composer Charles Mingus, as
he performed on the bass. Mingus had incorporated the beat and whoosh of a ceiling fan
into his music, if only because the fan was a source of rhythmic sound already present in
the room. Mingus was open to occurrences. An artist does not necessarily plan the best
results but observes how they happen when they happen, having the heightened instinct
to proceed from there. Art—Mingus’s art, Serra’s art—is experiential, pragmatic. To the
contrary, reflection—the mirroring kind, not the contemplative kind—is a restrictive,
determined relationship. I refer to reflection in the way that a speech pattern is said to
“reflect” a person’s social class or a color preference to “reflect” a personality or even an
ethnic origin. Results are imperfect (they could be otherwise), whereas reflections are
perfected (they complete a symbolic circuit). This distinction between result and reflection
is an arbitrary assertion on my part, a device to allow me to pursue Serra’s aesthetic
direction. To remain open and generative, an artist’s results must avoid reflection. Serra’s
Transparencies do not reflect Serra. He causes something beyond himself to happen.

Some pre-Transparency history helps in following what Serra has been doing.
The danger is “to fall into known strategies,” he told an interviewer two decades ago.3
He questioned the validity of linear forms that, by meeting established standards of some
sort, do little but confirm that the draftsman knows how to draw.4 Whether the image is
representational or abstract is hardly the issue: each mode generates its clichés.
An alternative to the kind of form that merely reassures is hard to realize, because layers
of convention deflect disruptive instances of sensory immediacy. Convention protects us
from the shocks of our own attentiveness. We reflect, we revert to, who we already are.
Artists, Serra has argued, should do otherwise, “avoid[ing] the histories of existing styles.”
To this, he adds “even my own.” His aim in drawing has been self-challenging, if not selfnegating:“to free myself from my own ready-made handwriting.”5 Serra’s drawings
release him from concepts of drawing. Rather than reflect himself and his cultural history,
he would alienate himself (yet he is no surrealist).
Typical drawing amounts to “facile gesture,” of which Serra has said:“It sits on the
page and is not built within it.”6 Facile drawing is like facile thought—it resorts to known
images, common clichés that fall all too easily into place. The alternative is thought that
develops substance and depth. Serra has a pungent metaphor for clichéd or facile images
that encounter no resistance: they “ice-skate across the page.” To the contrary, his art of
substance, not surface, entails the space and depth of movement and time. Serra’s drawingthoughts are viscous and sticky. He slows drawing down, thickening it.7 Around 1990, he
introduced screening as a thickening, alienating device:“I inserted window screening
between the paper and a brick of Paintstik [a type of oil crayon].…[The marks] could be
seen first on the screen but not on the paper, and after successive markings not even on
the by-then opaque black screen.…This enabled me to relinquish a familiar hand-eye
coordination in favor of constructing a drawing through a slow build-up of particle
markings.” Substance displaces the optic.
To play this visually handicapped game of drawing requires cunning. Beginning
in 1996, Serra reversed the order of surfaces by laying a sheet of paper on the screen,
now placed over melted Paintstik. He drew on the back of the paper by pressing into it
with a hard, heavy tool, pressing down through the screen to the pigment, to imprint
marks on the underside of the paper. This procedure results in an incomplete index,

a defective reflection, of whatever gestures the artist performs: “Only when you pulled
the paper away from the screen would you see how much of the Paintstik had been
picked up, what remained on the surface of the paper, and what didn’t.”8 Materiality—
a world of substance, not spirit—intercedes between the artist and his reflection.
His drawing forces him to remain aware that a world of stuff and things accompanies
him, affecting whatever he attempts to do. Materials make his image, tools guide his
hand (by their shape and fit), as his all-too-human body extends—as it also must
attend to—its limitations.
Serra’s Transparencies dispense with paper, replacing it with thin sheets of the
slick, ultra-smooth, transparent plastic Mylar. Why use Mylar?9 Does it somehow enrich
Serra’s process of material and bodily discovery? Transparent surfaces have a front side
(facing the position of view), but the front does not conceal the back unless there are
opaque additions. In this respect, a coating of pigment on the recto of a sheet of Mylar
screens the verso. When Serra first explained how he was making his Transparency
drawings, I imagined a “sandwich.” The metaphor came without much thought because
three sheets of Mylar are essential to the process. A top sheet, coated with heated
lithographic crayon on its verso, and a bottom sheet, coated on its recto, enclose or
“sandwich” a third sheet, uncoated. When Serra presses against the top sheet with a steel
drawing tool—whether a cylinder, a wedge, or a bulbous pestle-like instrument—
the gesture transfers through to the bottom level, imprinting the uncoated sheet of Mylar
from both sides. He usually regards the underside of the sandwiched sheet as the front
of the resultant drawing, with the upper surface becoming the back, so the strata are
reversed, back to front (and the image is flipped right to left).
In the case of several series of drawings of the 1990s and 2000s, just as with the
Transparencies, Serra could not observe the result of his marking, at least initially.
His method involved feeling the gesture without seeing it, so he escaped the temptation
to regulate the image by standards of either good taste or bad. Both are codified; even bad
taste has its conditions and norms. Serra wants to escape prevailing standards while
maintaining a different kind of judgment and control. “The drawings become critical of
each other”: their interaction directs the artist’s continuing action in subsequent drawings.
He responds to alien results rather than reflections of himself.

A drawing made through a resistant screen occupies material depth as well as
experiential time. As Serra draws, he feels the substance and even the temporality of the
blackness as an external condition to which he must adjust, deciding to what extent to
intervene. Transparency #10 has a blocky, thickened appearance because Serra went well
beyond an initial spiraling gesture. He turned the vertical drawing to a horizontal
orientation, adding a set of vertical, cross-axis strokes. Within the density that resulted,
there are textured, cakey areas of black as well as relatively smooth passages. The difference
may be the result of the fortuitousness of material adherence, complicated by the behavior
of the crayon during its gradual cooling from a liquid state to a solid. What of the back
side of the material plane? We see this as well, but only where not obscured by pigment
adhering to the front. And when it is visible, it is as if the back side of the Mylar were seen
from underneath, as if we were viewing a mountain range from below the surface of the
earth. The textured ridges and peaks remain hidden. If, to the eye, the back side is flatness
without texture, the front side is texture without flatness. The “underneath” of the front
remains properly “under” and invisible. Transparency #10 also has passages of white,
especially at the margins, where no pigment adheres to either front or back, most likely
because the pressure of Serra’s drawing tool never affected these areas of the plane.
The white results from an added backing, an opaque surface placed behind the
transparent Mylar. Its whiteness defines and articulates the blackness that constitutes
Serra’s drawing.
If we compare the heaviness of Transparency #10 or #13 (which buckles under the
pressure of repeated marking) to the seemingly lighter touch of Transparency #2 or #18,
we observe a difference in the relation of traced, imprinted pigment to planar support.
The latter two drawings show a single spiraling movement, a relatively anonymous gesture
that comes naturally to the human arm. Transparency #7 introduces a similar movement
but compacted, as if traced over itself with a blunter, heavier hand, a degree of pressure that
causes more of the pigment to adhere to the Mylar. If we turn to Transparency #6 or #14,
we see yet another effect, a broader spiral. This distinction derives primarily from the shape
of Serra’s marking tool and how he handles it. The tilt of a steel cylinder, for example,
determines to what extent its sharp edge might rule over both a flat end and an elongated
barrel—or vice versa—as the hand exerts pressure on a “sandwich” of Mylar. An edge

generates a linear trace; an end or barrel spreads a wide path, as in Transparency #6.
For Transparency #1, Serra used a wedge-like tool, with its relatively sharp-edged mark.
The situation is less direct than this account of effects suggests. In each of the
Transparencies, a continuous spiraling movement (or a complex compounding of
movements) produces what may look like a “figure” on the “ground” of a conventional
paper drawing. This “figure” is not as integrated as it may seem. It exists partly “over” and
partly “under” the plane, as if passing in and out of its Mylar support like a stitch through
fabric.Yet Mylar is impenetrable. Is the perceived continuity of this mobile trace an
illusion? No, there’s no illusion, because we see precisely what exists to be seen. Serra’s
gesture simultaneously configures the two sides, two independent surfaces, of one plane.
The back side neither mirrors nor completes the front side. The blackness of either side
exists in an odd state of suspension, its spatial status ill defined. I imagine a mirror that
reflects imperfectly because it lacks some of its silvering or tain.You see more of reality
(at the back of the mirror) and less of an illusion (a frontal reflection) than a proper mirror
shows. Perhaps Serra is drawing in two-and-a-half dimensions. The Transparencies
generate perspective in a space we don’t ordinarily perceive. Our perception becomes
uncertain.We learn from such an art.
When interviewed about his aesthetic life, Serra speaks of discovery, not invention.
He gears his inventiveness to extend routes of discovery. “To draw a line is to have an
idea,” he has said.10 But drawing risks mirroring.When the process ends, you may find
yourself staring back at your reflected figuration, your history, your culturally constructed
world, your “self ”—its, your, habits of thought. Rather than draw what he knows, Serra
draws what he doesn’t know.
“I’d walk the beach … and back,” Serra says, referring to his experience in San
Francisco around age seven or eight. “On the way home, I’d follow my footprints in the
sand.… I realized that my experience walking down the beach was completely different
from my experience walking up the beach. I couldn’t understand why that would be.”11
It takes a certain type of mind to ponder such experience, especially when culture
(religion, philosophy, politics) has already indoctrinated us with answers to the basic
questions of life. Serra continues to think in a walking mode even now. On the beach as
a boy, he had noticed that reversal, inversion, or mirroring was more than merely the

negative of a positive. It was itself a positive: it was what it was.When a person covers the
same territory twice, the experience changes, for conditions have changed. Serra had
been attentive enough to notice that two very similar passages—perhaps adequately
served by a single narrative description or regulated by a single principle—do not feel the
same. “What you thought you were doing and what you’ve actually done can turn out to
be quite different.”12 Similar is not the same. Serra’s Transparencies do to front and back
what his walk did to going and coming. The perception of lived, physical space has
dimensions we can feel, which have neither names nor numbers.We sense them in
Serra’s Transparencies.
The Transparencies generate perceptual insecurity, causing seasoned perceivers to
pause. They are a call to attention.We become Serra observing Mingus observing the fan,
or Serra walking the beach.
Richard Shiff is Effie Marie Cain Regents Chair in Art at The University of Texas at Austin.
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